A complete traversal of a container C (such as a set) is informally described by the iteration scheme for all x 2 C F(x; C ) where F is a function that might possibly modify C by inserting new elements into it. We assume that the order in which the elements are treated is not relevant, as long as the iteration continues until F has been applied to all elements currently in C , including those F has inserted. Standard iteration mechanisms, such as the iterators provided in the C++ Standard Template Library (STL), do not directly support complete traversals. In this paper we present two approaches to complete traversals, both extending the STL framework, one by means of generic algorithms and the other by means of a container adaptor.
The manager can solve this problem fairly simply by writing down the initial set of people's names in a list and iterating through the list from beginning to end, inserting new persons at the end where they become part of the iteration. To avoid duplicating names on the list, she should append a person's name to the list if and only if the name is not already present. In the computerized version of this problem, with a large list, an ine cient linear search is required, rather than the binary search that would be possible if the set of names could be kept in, say, alphabetic order. In that case, however, new names should be inserted in their proper place to maintain the order. But this in turn makes it di cult to tell when the iteration should stop, since names might have been inserted before the current iteration point. The kind of iteration required to gracefully solve this problem is called a complete traversal; we give a formal de nition in Section 2. Problems requiring complete traversals are fairly common (we give another example in Section 2), and while there are various ad hoc ways of solving them, programmers should ideally have at their command an e cient packaged solution. In this paper we describe two such approaches to complete traversals, both of which t into the framework de ned by the Standard Template Library, STL (part of the ANSI/ISO standard for C++ 1]).
STL (see also 16, 11, 15] ) provides a set of easily con gurable software components of six major kinds: generic algorithms, containers, iterators, function objects, adaptors, and allocators. In each of these component categories, STL provides a relatively small set of fundamental components; it is through uniformity of interfaces and orthogonality of component structure that STL provides functionality far beyond the actual number of components included. But STL is not intended as a closed system; its structure is designed with extension in mind. The complete traversal components described in this paper may be of interest not only for the functionality they provide, but also as examples of, and measures of, how well the existing STL components support extensions.
In Section 3, we give two distinct ways of solving the complete traversal problem: a generic algorithms approach and a container adaptor approach. In both approaches, the complete traversal components are designed to work with the category of STL components called associative containers, which support fast retrieval of objects based on keys. The generic algorithms are restricted to sorted associative containers, in which keys are maintained according to a given ordering function, but the container adaptor we provide can also be used with hashed associative containers, which give up order properties in favor of faster retrieval. Hashed associative containers are not part of the C++ standard but are now provided as an STL extension by at least one compiler vendor 15] . Another classi cation of associative containers is unique, in which objects in a container cannot have equivalent keys, versus multiple, in which they can. Still another classi cation is simple containers, in which only the keys are stored, versus pair containers, in which pairs of keys and associated values are kept. The sorted associative containers provided in STL are shown in the following unique, pair multimap<Key, T, Compare, Allocator> multiple, pair All of the associative containers have essentially the same interface; e.g., each provides insert and erase member functions for inserting and deleting objects, several kinds of search member functions, and several kinds of iterators for traversing through the current contents. None, however, provides for complete traversals in the sense discussed here. The speci cs of these interfaces, and how our components are used for complete traversals, are illustrated at the end of Section 3, in terms of solving the manager's problem stated at the beginning of the paper.
We give more than one approach to the complete traversal problem because no single solution seems best in all cases. The presentation in Section 3 includes complexity analyses and discussion of other factors such as naturalness of interfaces. We are exploring still other approaches, which are discussed brie y in the concluding section.
Complete Traversals
In this section we give a precise de nition of complete traversals and develop su cient conditions for termination and uniqueness of complete traversals. We also describe another example application of the concept.
Let C be a container, x 2 C, and F be a (program) function. Denote byF(x; C) the container of elements to be inserted into C by the call F(x; C). We de ne complete traversals in terms of a rewriting relation, as follows:
De nition 2. C n = D n ). 5. A complete traversal of a container C using F is any terminating traversal sequence for C using F. The container operations are appropriately interpreted depending on whether C is a unique or multiple container.
Can two complete traversals of the same container C and function F result in di erent nal containers? Yes, as shown by the following example:
F(x; X) : insert (x + jXj) div 2 into X (1) where C is assumed to be a unique container and jXj denotes the size of X. In Fig. 1 we show all possible results depending on the order used to apply F. We see that, for this C and F, di erent orders lead to di erent results. It follows directly from the de nitions that if a rewriting relation is con uent, an element cannot have two distinct normal forms; that is, con uence is a su cient condition for every element to have a unique normal form.
It is possible in some cases to use a more localized test. A rewriting relation ! is locally con uent if and only if for all elements p; q 1 ; q 2 , if p ! q 1 and p ! q 2 then q 1 and q 2 are joinable. (Note the di erence from con uence: only one step is taken from p rather than arbitrarily many.)
If a rewriting relation is uniformly terminating and locally con uent, then it is con uent. This is called the \Diamond Lemma," because of the structure of its proof; see 7] .
Applying this theory, we have: Theorem 2.2 If a traversal successor relation is uniformly terminating and locally con uent, then every complete traversal of a container C using a function F results in a unique nal container.
We say that the complete traversal computation is determinate. 3 Other terms for this property are nitely terminating and Noetherian. Then the traversal successor relation is uniformly terminating.
Proof: In both cases, we have C j = C i for all j i. Since D j C j we have jD j j jC i j. Since jD j j is strictly increasing, eventually we must have D j = C j . 2 Corollary 2.6 If C is a unique container and X is a nite set such that C X and range(F) X, then the traversal successor relation is uniformly terminating.
Proof: The length of any reduction sequence is bounded by jXj. 2
As described in Section 1, the manager's invitation list is one problem that can be solved by instantiating a complete traversal scheme. We show in detail such a solution using our complete traversal components in Section 3.4. We can easily prove uniform termination and determinacy for this example using the theory developed above. To prove uniform termination, we can apply Corollary 2.6 letting X be the set of all employees. Determinacy then follows from Corollary 2.4, since we haveF (x; C) = the boss of x which is independent of C.
As another example, the one which inspired this study of complete traversals, suppose we are given a speci cation of types written in a certain formalism called cts. 4 cts types are classi ed into atomic types (which have no structure), concrete types (which are used to de ne data structures), and abstract types (which are used to de ne classes). The representations associated with classes are, in turn, concrete cts types. With each cts expression we can associate a syntax graph, which captures the relationships among involved types. We also assume that each cts expression de ning a type is associated with a name. Given a map C of elements (n; g), where n is the name of an abstract cts type and g is the syntax graph associated with its representation, we want to iterate over C in such a way that, at each iteration, we take an element (n; g) and traverse g in a certain order, making sure that we insert into C elements (n 0 ; g 0 ), for all type names n 0 we come across, where g 0 is the syntax graph associated with n 0 . Iteration stops when all elements in C have been processed. This instance of the complete traversal problem is summarized in Fig. 2 , where C is shown with its initial value. Notice that, since the conditions of Corollary 2.4, and Corollary 2.6 hold in this case, this complete traversal problem is also uniformly terminating and determinate. C = f(n; g) j n is the name of an abstract cts type and g is the syntax graph of its representationg F(x; C) = traverse x.g and insert in C any type name found with its corresponding syntax graph In this section we present two di erent approaches to complete traversals, one using generic algorithms and the other a container adaptor. In both cases, we assume the complete traversal problem to be de ned by a function such that makes the traversal successor relation both uniformly terminating and con uent. We also compare the complexity of these components, and show how they can be used in a simple application.
Generic Algorithms
A generic algorithm is an algorithm designed to work with a variety of data structures, the specialization to a particular structure being realized by the programming language processor (compiler, interpreter, or run-time system) rather than by manual editing of the source text. In the STL framework, generic algorithms are expressed as C++ function templates. An algorithm can be made generic over a category of containers if the way it accesses a container can be limited to a xed set of operations, all of which are provided, with the same interfaces, by every container in the category. As a simple example, consider the following function template for performing an (ordinary) iteration over the elements of a container, applying a function f to each element. where f is some function object that does not modify the list.
The main algorithmic idea behind our rst approach is to set up an iteration through the container with the ordinary iterators provided, applying a function f that may generate new elements for insertion into the container. But instead of allowing f to do the insertions, we require it to enter the new elements in a queue. After each call of f, we take elements from the queue and insert them into the container, checking whether they are inserted before or after the current iteration position. If an element is inserted after the current position, it will be taken care of in the course of the remaining iterations, but if it is inserted before the current position, we apply f to it immediately (which in turn may generate new elements and add them to the queue).
STL de nes several di erent categories of iterators according to the set of operations they support, the most powerful being random access iterators. While random access iterators support relational operators, the bidirectional iterators provided by associative containers do not. However, we can still easily tell whether an element x appears before another element y in the iteration sequence of a sorted associative container, just by comparing x with y using the order relation the container uses to maintain sorted order.
There are then two distinct cases, depending on whether the container is unique or multiple. A unique container does not allow two equivalent elements to be in the container. Equivalence of elements is de ned as x is equivalent to y if both x y and y x are false. With a unique container, if f generates an element equivalent to one already present (either before or after the insertion point) we do not apply f to it again, but with a multiple container we do.
For the unique container case, we de ne the generic algorithm complete unique traversal, which traverses a unique sorted associative container applying a function object f to each element. It is assumed that f creates and maintains a queue of elements to be inserted (but does not insert them itself), and that it makes this queue available as a public member named Q. When inserting an element v taken from this queue into the container, we use an insertion function that returns a pair p consisting of an iterator that tells where the element was found or inserted, and a boolean value that is true if and only if the element was actually inserted (was not already present). The full de nition of complete unique traversal is shown in Fig. 3 . For the multiple container case, the generic algorithm complete multiple traversal is de ned similarly, as shown in Fig 4, but the implementation is complicated by the fact that when an element taken from the queue is equivalent to the one at the current position, testing for whether it is inserted before or after that position is no longer simply a matter of comparing it with the current element. The C++ standard speci cation of the insert operation on multiple containers leaves unspeci ed where within a range of equivalent elements a new equivalent element is inserted, so we must conduct a linear search within the range. With some existing implementations of STL, we could omit the linear search since an element is always inserted at the end of the range of elements equivalent to it. We cannot assume this to be the case with all implementations since the standard does not require it. This situation is a simple illustration of the tension faced by the library (or language) speci er, between the goal of allowing implementors as much freedom as possible by leaving some details unspeci ed, and the goal of enabling programmers to optimize their code while retaining portability.
A Container Adaptor
The implementation based on generic algorithms, shown in Section 3.1, requires function f (implemented by the programmer) to put the elements generated in each activation in a queue, which is less natural than having it insert the elements directly into the container. In order to relax this requirement, we propose another approach based on a container adaptor, whose usage for implementing complete traversals is depicted in Fig. 5 . The complete container adaptor provides (see At the beginning of each iteration with an iterator, the element associated with the iterator on the iteration list is the one to be processed, the elements to its right are those that will be processed next, and elements to its left are those which were already processed.
This invariant implies that, initially, the iteration list should be a copy of the original Container, and insertion of an element with the adaptor's insert member should insert the element into the underlying container and onto the end the iteration list.
Complexity
To compare the time complexity of our two approaches, let C be a sorted associative container, let n be the number of elements in C initially and let m be the total number of insertion attempts done by the complete traversal of C using a function f. There might be fewer than N = n + m elements in C after the traversal because some of the elements being inserted might have already been present. But N is a bound on the nal size of C, so O(log N) bounds the time for any one insertion, and O(m logN) bounds the time for all insertions. Let T(f; j; k) be a bound on the total amount of time for j evaluations of f on a container of maximum size k, where we exclude (because we have already counted it) any time f spends doing insertions. So the total time for evaluating f is T(f; N; N). Since T(f; N; N) is (N), the bound in 1 cannot be asymptotically better than the bound in 2. It is clear, however, that the list processing time associated with complete containers is more than the queue processing associated with the complete traversal algorithms. It is also clear that the complete traversal algorithms require less extra space than the complete containers. On the other hand, complete containers o er a more natural interface and can be used with hashed associative containers, while the same cannot be said of our complete traversal algorithms. In summary, these two approaches o er a good spectrum of possibilities to tackle the complete traversal of containers.
An Example
As a simple example of use of the generic components described in this section, we program the solution of the manager's invitation list problem described in Section 1. First we present a solution using one of the generic algorithms of Section 3.1.
// Read a bosses database file, another file containing an initial // set of persons, and compute a complete traversal of the set, inserting // as a new member the boss of anyone already present. #include <iostream> // ... other #includes, for STL and string class headers using namespace std; #include "complete_traversal.h" // contains complete_unique_traversal algorithm // A type of map from strings to strings, alphabetically ordered: typedef map<string, string> name_association; // A type of set of strings, ordered by alphabetic ordering of the keys: typedef set<string> name_set; // A class of function objects for generating names using a name_association // directory, meeting requirements of the complete_unique_traversal algorithm: class name_function { private:
const name_association& directory; public:
name_function ( 4 Related Work CLU 8] is one of the earliest contributions which o ers language support for de ning iterators as operations on programmer-de ned container types. Since the programmer has total control over how iteration is de ned, supporting complete traversal would be possible, perhaps by adapting one of the approaches discussed here. In 8], the authors mention the potential usefulness of such iterators but develop neither a formal de nition nor any examples. More recently, the work reported in 9] on list iterators in C++ covers issues associated with iterator integrity; i.e., problems which may arise when the object to which an iterator is pointing is deleted. Even though this work does not deal with complete traversals, the iterator integrity problem would come into play if we tried to do complete traversals on STL sequence containers (e.g., vectors or deques), because insertion in vectors and deques might require memory reallocation which invalidates all iterators pointing to the container in question. Except for the case of such iterator invalidation, complete traversals of STL sequence containers can be trivially programmed.
The programming language Sather, which was designed and implemented at the International Computer Science Institute (UC-Berkeley), is object{oriented with \. . . parameterized classes, object{oriented dispatch (late binding), multiple inheritance, strong typing, and garbage collection" 10], and supports containers and iterators. However they mention that their iterators \. . . will fail if the underlying data structure is modi ed." 10], which seems to imply that they do not tackle complete traversals automatically. Moreover, their suggestion to handle them is by trying to detect situations under which modi cations to the container can happen while the iteration is in progress, which they mention could be problematic. From our point of view we do not have to detect those situations simply because this is a property which naturally arises in our de nition of complete traversals.
Karla, which stands for the Karlsruhe Library of Data Structures and Algorithms, developed at the Faculty of Informatics (Karlsruhe University), also supports the concepts of containers and iterators 3, 5, 4] . This library was implemented by using Sather-K, which is \. . . a statically typed, type-safe variant of Sather" 3, 6]. Sather-K iterators are called streams, which, as is mentioned in 10], are a generalization of Sather's iterators; however as far as we know this generalization does not address the issue of an iterator being able to handle modi cations to their container(s) while the iteration is in progress.
Very recent related work are the Java Generic Library (JGL) 13] and the so-called collection framework in the java.util package, part of the Java 2 platform 17]. The rst is strongly based on the STL design, the second can be seen as a subset of STL. In both cases, modi cation of the underlying container through insertions while performing an iteration is discouraged; thus complete traversals were not considered in the design of these components.
In summary, a broad sampling of the literature perceives complete traversals as something negative that must be avoided. A good example of this perception is illustrated by the following programming principle 2]: \Principle 14 Never modify a data structure while an associated Enumeration is alive"
In this context, an Enumeration is the simplest container traversal that is directly supported by Java. Our de nition of complete traversals captures its non-deterministic nature and establishes conditions under which such traversals are determinate, and terminate. To the best of our knowledge, no such formal framework for treatment of complete traversal problems has been previously developed.
Summary and Future Work
We have de ned the complete traversal of a given container C by a function F as an iteration scheme which consists of iterating over C applying, at each iteration, F(x; C) which might possibly modify C by inserting new elements into it. The iteration should stop when all elements currently in C have been processed. By using standard rewrite rule techniques we have expressed the nondeterministic nature of this class of iterations, and have found conditions under which they are determinate. We have also given su cient conditions for their termination.
In order to o er packaged solutions to programmers who need to use this class of iteration schemes, we have presented two approaches to perform complete traversals implemented on the platform provided by STL. Our rst approach is in terms of generic algorithms which require that the iterated function create a queue to hold the generated elements. One algorithm handles containers with unique keys, while the other handles containers with multiple keys. By taking special precautions in the case of multiple keys, we remain independent of the details of particular implementations of sorted associative containers.
Our second approach is based on a complete container adaptor. The main features of this adaptor are the special iterators and insert operation it provides, by which the programmer can obtain complete traversals using a function that directly inserts new elements in the container.
The time complexities of both our approaches are asymptotically equivalent. However, the approach based on generic algorithms stores just the elements which are generated at each iteration in the function's queue, while the container adaptor stores all container elements in its iteration list. On the other hand, our complete container can be used with any STL associative container (including existing extensions such as hashed containers and any future extensions meeting the requirements of associative containers), while the generic algorithms can be used with sorted associative containers only.
Besides the examples given in this paper, there are two general arguments we can make for the usefulness of our design of these components as templates. First, one indication of the need for iteration schemes that can handle modi cations to the underlying data structure is the frequent mention of the idea in the literature, albeit to warn against it as something not supported. Second, we did not design our templates in a vacuum; we took care to make them t into an existing, widely-used framework, STL. The many programmers who are familiar with this framework, either by direct experience working in C++ or indirectly through the in uence it has had on Java libraries, will be able to use or adapt our components with no signi cant change in the way they think about component-based programming, beyond having the freedom to use STL-like iteration schemes in even more situations than before.
There are still other approaches we are exploring, such as the result of melding the complete container idea with the approach of keeping just the generated elements. We are also interested in trying iteration schemes which do deletions as well as insertions. The connection between complete traversals and iterator integrity is also on our list of future work. We are also exploring the relationship between complete traversals and what we call iterator trajectory functions; i.e., function objects which describe a speci c way of traversing a container. Lastly, we plan to use the components presented in this paper to solve problems that can be seen as instances of complete traversals, and to measure the performance of both approaches with randomly-generated instances.
